
Documentation of Bakola of Cameroon
Bakola/Bagyeli

The Bakola/Bagyeli people of Cameroonare the western‐most “Pygmy” hunter‐gatherer group of Central Africa. They callthemselves Bakola in the north of their re‐gion and Bagyeli in the south. There areabout 4000‐5000 Bakola/Bagyeli who livein villages, containing 20‐30 inhabitants onaverage, scattered over a vast area of12.500 km2. This area is also home to sev‐eral groups of farmers, who are culturallydistinct. Linguistically, however, both for‐agers and farmers speak closely relatedBantu languages.

Language map of the Bakola/Bagyeli area and its neigh‐boring languages
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The Bakola/Bagyeli people

The language of the Bakola/Bagyeli is a Bantu language,just like the languages of the neighboring farmer groups.In contrast to the other languages, however, the languageof the Bakola/Bagyeli is endangered because they arecurrently forced to abandon their traditional lifestyle.Due to massive changes in their environment such as theconstruction of the biggest port in Central Africa, defor‐estation, expansion of palm oil plantations and the con‐struction of more and more roads, the animals that theBagyeli/Bakola depend on, disappear. As a result, theyare forced to change their subsistence strategy, becomesedentary and adapt more and more to a farming life‐style. In the course of these changes, the Bagyeli/Bakolaculturally adapt to their neighbors who are thought of ashaving a higher prestige than the hunter‐gatherers. Oneaspect of this adaptation is that the Bagyeli/Bakola shiftto their neighbors' languages.

The language
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The team

Since little was known about the languageof the Bakola/Bagyeli, much research wasneeded. Even basic information, such asthe number of vowels present in the lan‐guage, had to be addressed. Our team in‐vestigates three Bakola/Bagyeli dialects indepth, one that is in contact with Basaa,one in contact with Kwasio and one incontact with Bulu. This includes describingthe dialects' grammars based on a sub‐stantial number of recordings which ourteam has collected. The content of theserecordings includes traditional narrativesand stories as well as demonstrations ofeveryday activities such as honey collec‐tion, building traps, huts or drums, anddecorating a person for dancing. Further,the team has collected a huge number ofethnobotanical terms accompanied by ver‐nacular descriptions of a plant's use.

Linguistic research

The Bakola/Bagyeli language situationprovides a unique opportunity to witnesshow languages change as they come intocontact with one another. One aspect weinvestigated was how color words and theirmeanings change due to language contact.In general, the Bakola/Bagyeli borrow col‐or words from their farming Bantu neigh‐bors while those borrow color distinctionsfrom the colonial language French.

The Bakola/Bagyeli shift to different farmers' languagesdepending on the group that they are primarily in contactwith. For instance, the Bakola in the northern part aremostly in contact with Basaa speakers, thus their lan‐guage is mostly influenced by Basaa. In this way, severalKola/Gyeli dialects emerge.

As hunter‐gatherers, the Bakola/Bagyelimainly make their living by hunting andtrapping, and exploiting forest productssuch as nuts, wild fruit, honey, and tubers.The Bakola/Bagyeli used to be mobile for‐agers, but as they become increasinglysedentary due to societal and environ‐mental changes, small‐scale farming addsmore and more to their diet. Other sourcesof income depend on relations with out‐siders. For instance, tourists bring gifts andpay for taking pictures. Also, the Bakola/Bagyeli sell forest products to their farm‐ing Bantu neighbors and perform dances atweddings and funerals for them, and serveas traditional healers for both other Bako‐la/Bagyeli and Bantu farmers.

Bagyeli hunters in the rain forest

Nandtoungou Marie with a leaf under her scarf to prevent the rain from falling

Youngest dancer decorated for the Wapea dance with a mask of leaves

Traditional healer Bikanda Patrice treating a patientwho is suffering from magical worms

Bagyeli children in the village Bibira — the village wasrelocated a few months later due to the construction ofa port
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